
Sunlite 90162 6 Inch Mini Orb Pendant 
Light, Matte Black & Antique Brass Finish, 
Metal Shade, White Interior, Vintage 
Modern Farmhouse Design, 66� Adjustable 
Cord, E26, 60 Watts (Bulb Not Included)
The Sunlite 6 Inch Mini Orb Pendant Light is a 
contemporary pendant mixed with farmhouse design. 
The patterned matte black and antique brass shade 
provides the elegant bold components of midcentury 
modern. With its minimal shape, this sophisticated 
pendant is can be versatile. Try different bulb sizes and 
color temperatures for that desired looked. Works well 
alone over a table and works naturally in pairs over a 
kitchen island. The fixture is ETL listed so it could be 
mounted in many applications. If midcentury modern or 
modern farmhouse is your sought-after vision, then this 
pendant would be a great addition.

General Characteristics
Finish Black

Product Dimensions
Item Dimensions (in) (W) 6 (H) 72 (D) 6

Product Data
Item Number 90162-SU
Case Quantity 6.000000
Barcode on SKU 653703901626
Brand Sunlite
Description FIX/1LT/BK-AB/E26

Fixture Characteristics
Number of Lights 1 - Light
Mounting Pendant
Use Location Indoor
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MODERN MIX � This 6-inch orb pendant is a contemporary 
pendant mixed with a farmhouse design. Its colored shade is 
patterned with matte black and antique brass accents that 
match the canopy wonderfully. Perfect for a kitchen table or 
living room light, these fixtures can stand alone or pair 
effortlessly.
MIDCENTURY MODERN � The orb pendant captures the 
midcentury modern look with its minimal shape while still 
maintaining sophisticated detailing. This pendant will 
improve a range of interior styles from more transitional to 
contemporary. This fixture would look spectacular with a 
larger exposed bulb. The exposed bulb along with the white 
interior will illuminate your space with a classic and timeless 
ambiance.
BULBS - Since this globe pedant requires bulbs, you can 
create your atmosphere. Try the SUNLITE 80668 G25 Edison 
Bulb, SUNLITE 804450 G30 Edison Bulb, or the SUNLITE 
80472 G40 Edison Light bulb for a nice vintage setting. For 
the farmhouse atmosphere, pair the fixture with our warm 
white color temperatures Edison bulbs like SUNLITE 80749 
2200K and SUNLITE 81073 2700K. Requires 1 E26 Base Bulb, 
60W Max Wattage. Compatible with LED Bulbs as well! (Bulb 
Not Included).
DIMENSIONS- Overall 6� D x 72� H. Shade 6� Dia x 5.3� H. 
Ceiling Canopy 4.7� Dia x 0.7� H. 66"H fully adjustable cord 
length. This pendant is hardwired, installation is required.
ETL LISTED - ETL Listed for damp locations, which is great 
for Kitchens, Bars, and Restaurants. Hardware and 
instructions for mounting on any standard junction box 
included.
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